
               Linux(V6)Driver user guide  

system requirements  

1.Linux kernel must be 2.6.28 or later. 

2.The Linux kernel moduel must be open. 

Installation guide  

1. Download the latest Linux V6 driver from our official website. 

2. Put the drive into a content under Linux, for example: /home/zaagtech. 

3. Use “chmod u+x zinFrameLinuxV6.2.1.0618” to get the driver administrator privilege if the 

diver doesn’t have,which is showed as follows: 

 

 User guide  

1. Open the driver  

Input sudo ./zinFrameLinuxV6.2.1.0618 to open at administration privilege as follows: 



 

2. Show help: 

Input h or help to show driver help any time,which is as follows: 

 

3. Check out all the devices list 



Input l or list to check out the computers which connected to the devices,which is 

showed as follows: 

 

Now showed the all serial No.,max touch,status,HID status,mouse status,TUIO allocation and 

FLASH allocation. The device you choose now will be added a [*] in the right side.  

4. Switch the devices： 

Input CD serial No. or chdev serial No to swtich the devices, showed as follows: 

 

5. Terminate the device 

Input device off or dev off to terminate the device, showed as follows: 

 

Attention : When the device stopped, it will have no any reflections if touched. 



6. Open device  

Input device on or dev on to open the device,showed as follows: 

 

7. To generate diagnosis report 

Input report or R to generate diagnosis report. Showed as follows: 

 

It will show generating diagnosis report and please touch the abnormal area,and after the progess 

bar goes into 100%,the report will be generated and show you the content where it is. Showed as 

follows: 



 

8. Calibrate the screen coordinate 

Input calibrate or C to carlibrate the screen coordinate. Showed as follows: 

a) Now move the mouse to the 1/4 left-up side and please click the coordinate and hold on for 

about 2 seconds. 

 

b) Now move the mouse to the 1/4 right-up side and please click the coordinate and hold on for 

about 2 seconds. 

 



 

a) Now move the mouse to the 1/4 left-down side and please click the coordinate and hold on for 

about 2 seconds. 

 

 
 



d)Now move the mouse to the 1/4 right-down side and please click the coordinate and hold on for 

about 2 seconds. 

 

 
 

e) After the 4 coordinates all are calibrated then stop the calibration. Showed as follows: 

9.Configure HID protocol 

a) Input HID to check out the all device HID protocol status. Showed as follows: 

 

b)  Input HID OFF to disable the device HID function, showed as follows: 



 

c)  Input HID ON to open the HID function, showed as follows: 

 

  

10.  Configure the mouse protocol 

a)  Inout MOUSE to check out the device mouse status,showed as follows: 

 

b)  Input MOUSE ON to open the mouse function , showed as follows: 

 

c)  Input MOUSE OFF to disable the mouse function, showed as follows: 

 

  

11. Configure TUIO 

a)  Input TUIO to check out the device TUIO status, showed as follows: 



 

b)Input TUIO ON to open the TUIO function, showed as follows: 

 

c)  Input TUIO OFF to disable the TUIO function, showed as follows: 

 

d)  Input “TUIO IP” to configure the TUIO IP address, showed as follows: 

 

e)  Input “TUIO IP:PORT” to configure TUIO IP address and port. Shoed as follows: 

 

f)  Input TUIO PORT to configure the TUIO port, showed as follows: 

  



12. Configure the FLASH function 

a)  Input flash to check the device TUIO status, showed as follows: 

 

b)  Input flash on to open the TUIO function, showed as follows: 

 

c)  Input flash off to disable the TUIO function, showed as follows: 

 

d)  Input flash Port to configure TUIO port, showed as follows: 

 

13 Device registation: 

When the device is exceeding time limit,pls kindly input REGISTER CODE OR REG 

CODE to register the device, showed as follows: 



 

Attention: The input register code should be accurately 64 letters or numbers. 

14. Disable the driver  

Use CTRL+C or Quit to disable the driver ,showed as follows: 

 


